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Pack your picnic lunches Fidelity joins XU·
BY COLIN MCDERMOTT

This collaboration is intended
to create opportunities for both
The Williams College of Busi- the Xavier community and for
ness and Fidelity Investments are Fidelity.
working together to create a new
For instance, Fidelity is supcourse at Xavier. The course, posed to offer a certain amount
which is titled Personal Investing, of jobs available for those who
is for juniors and seniors, and will take the course: Likewise, stube offered for the fall of 2002.
dents are exposed to professionThe department of finance als who are scheduled as speakcourse will be the first curriculum ers.
that Xavier has designed with a
Personal Investing is designed
local business.
to help prepare students for a caIt will be instructed by reer in financial services. Fur.Stephanie Schuckman, a perfor- . thermore, students could become
mance support improvement spe- potential candidates for coopera-.
. cialist for Fidelity Investments.
tive educational assignments, as
Contributing Writer

The collaboration will ''enhance the
practical component ofour students .
experience at Xavier. "
-· Mike Webb,
dean of the Williams College of Business

Xavier students (from right to left) Marni Komura, Amy Martin, Rui Hong and Un Qian
joined for the International Student.Services Welcome Back Picnic Aug. 31 at the Romero
Center.

Xavier Invitational
Sept. 1·and 9 at the Cintas _Center

September7
Xavier vs. Liberty
10 a.m.
Fairfield vs. Alabama
1 p.m.
Fairfield vs. Liberty
5p.m.
Xavier vs. Alabama
7:30 p.m~
September9
Liberty vs. Alabama
12 p.m.
Xavier vs. Fairfield
2:30 p.m.

The Personal. Investing course Fidelity has the opportunity to
win focus on practical aspects of work with and observe Xavier stuinvesting as well as using per- dents.
sonal investing .to meet longAccording to .Mike Webb;
.· range financial and personal dean of the Williams College of
goals.
. Business, Fidelity believes the
The class is the latest collabo- collaboration will "enhance the
ration between Xavier and Fidel- practical component of our stuity, as Fidelity- has previously dents experience at Xavier."
emp_loyed Xavier graduates.
He also believes Xavier and
This is not the first time that Fidelity are "creating a benchFidelity has worked with a uni- mark for strengthening our
versity to create courses. Fidel- [Xavier's] partnership with other
ity has collaborated with North- companies in the region." Furern Kentucky University to de- thermore, the course provides Fisign business and finance courses delity with exposure to Xavier
to train NKY students. Fidelity professionals and their knowlused the course to recruit employ- edge.
ees.
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Peace, justice through Dorothy Day clubs
BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

"Peace and Justice programs at
Xavier University seek to educate,.
A Xavier History exhibit will
empower and affirm community
open in the Cintas Center during
interested in building. a more comthe presidential inauguration
_passionate, just world through social
· ·events. The exhibit was designed
action and.community service," ac. by Xavier graphic design stucording to the· program's web site.
dents. Dr. Roger Fortin, chair of
·A large part ofthe Peace and Justhe department of history, has
tice programs are the 11 clubs that
also created a Web site devoted
meet through the Dorothy Day
to the history of Xavier. The Web
House, Xavier's center for the pro· site will be available Sept. 11 at
motion of this cause.
www.xavier.edu/xuhistory.
The Dorothy Day House prides itself on the work that its staff, as well
as its student groups, do to help mem~
bers
of the lo_cal community iri addic
University Drive will be
tion
to.raising
awareness on campus.
closed from Aug. 27 through Oct.
With
Club
Day
.
just around the cor1. The roadway is being renoner,
here
are
the
basics of the Peace.
vated as part of the Gallagher
and
Justice
student
clubs.
Center construction. It will beAMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
come a two-way road with access
Amnesty International works for
only from Dana Avenue. The Vichuman
rights both nationally and
.
tory Parkway exit will be closed.
internationally.
This year, the group
The number of parking spa~es
.
is
planning
an
annual
trip to Georwill also be adjusted for space ,
gia
to
protest
the
human
rights vioreasons.
lations at the U.S. Army School of
Americas. Vice President Chuck
Satnbuchino sums up Amnesty's
WVXU is looking for volunwork by saying, "We are a supporter
teers for its fall 2001 fund drive
of human rights. We bring light to
Sept. 12 through Sept. 19: The . problems and work to fix them."
volunteers answer phones and
EARTH BREAD
take pledges from callers in shifts
Earthbread focuses on bringing
of two hours: During this fund
awareness to issues such as hunger,
raiser, WVXU will have special
starvation, food shortage and farmguests and seminars. If you are
ing.
interested in supporting the staEARTH CARE
tion, call Janice at 458-3144.
As Xavier's environmental group,
EarthCare examines local and international concerns while searching for
just solutions to these problems. "We
just want to create awareness about
The Bruggeman Center for
different environmental issues and
Interreligious Dialogue will hold
call on our responsibilities," said
"Religion aria Ecology" on Sept.
5 and 6 in the Cintas Center. The
symposium is free for students,
faculty and staff; however, tickets most be obtained in advance.
Contact the Romero Center for
more information.

History exhibit

a

University Drive

WVXU's fall fund

Religion and
ecology'forum

·proaches to·conflict management..
They ate the coordinates of Peace
Week on campus.
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
St. Vincent de Paul is Xavier's
chapter of the national organization. This group ~is also involved
in· community service; however,
. they work one on one with.members 9fthe community combine
faith and service. "We feel that
·we have a Christi.an calling to
serve other people," said President·
David Endres. Activities include
tutoring at St. Mark's, working in
the soup kitchen at the Cathqlic
Worker House and bringing Communion to three local nursing
homes every Surid!lY· St. Vincent
de Paul'sfirst meeting is Sept 12
at 8:30 p.rri .
. STUDENTS FOR LIFE Students for Life speaks for
high quality of life for all individuals including the unborn,
poor, handicapped, elderly and
condemned. This is. accomplished ·.

to

EarthCare President Cindy Moll.
This year EarthBread and EarthCare
are holding meetings together on
. Mondays at I :30 p.m. in the Dorothy Day House. The clubs are not
merging but instead only combin. ing their forces, according to Moll.
Their activities include planting ari
organic garden at the Dorothy Day.
House and environmental discussions .to raise awareness. The group
also maintains the recycling program on campus.
HABITAT.FOR HUMANITY.
As part of the national affilia:
don with Habitat for Humanity,
Xavier's chapter focuses on assisting needy families by building and
sponsoring _houses in the Cincin:
nati area. The group has already
finished two houses and plans are
u~derway to begin a third house
closer to campus this year.
NAMASTE·
As a service community, members meet to discuss their service
experiences and how these experi- ·
ences affect their lives. Namaste
also hel~s ivembers get, started in
service and other volunteering.
PAX CHRISTI
Pax Christi. promotes peace
management and non-violent ap-

through dialogue and aetion.in the
community. Life Week isalso sponsored byStudentsforLife. ·
SHANTYTOWN
.
.
.
This committee raises awareness
of homelessness by formulating a
week. ,of events g'eared toward reflecting cin the problems and solutions of the .issue ..
. VOICES OF S.OUDARITY
Latin American issues are the primary· focus of Voices of Solidarity.
They promote educational and cultura_l learning experiences in order
to .support peace for the region;
XAVIER ALLIANCE
The Alliance allows for gay, lesbian and heterosexual students to
meet together to teach and understand the challenges of sexual ori-_
entation. This year, the group is
bringing Judy Shepard to campus
and organizing a panel discussion
on race and homosexuality. Meetings are the first and third Monday ·
of every month at 6 p.m.

CeleRIBration

Bob Dylan comes
to Cintas Center
Bob Dylan will perform at the
Cintas Center on Nov.' 4 at 7:.30
p.m. Tickets will go on sale Sept.
15 in the Cintas Center ticket
office as well as Ticketmaster locations. Prices are $35 .50 and
$30.50.

Film Series
The 2001-2002 Film Series
begins Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium with "The Wizard of
Oz." The theme for this year \s
going home. Admission to the
event is free.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY .DEVIN MATHIS

Sophomores Ashley Stock and Carolyn Gau enjoy the
watermelon at Ribfest on Aug. 1 at the Village.

Police _Notes

reported the theft of several books and Dakota. The non-student
from their room. There were no signs male .was arrested by Cincinnati
Aug. 27, 7 :30 p.m. __: Campus of forced entry.
. Police for public intoxication and
Police assisted Residence Life in
two open warrants in Clermont
reference to a strong odor of mariAug. 29, 8:20 p.m. -An officer County.
juana on a Xavier University rental. on patrol in the Village parking lot
property on Cleaney Avenue. Upon observed four students unloading
Sept. 2, 10:25 a.m. -A stuinvestigation, marijuana and drug se·veral cases of beer out of a car.
dent in Buenger Hall reported the
paraphernalia were confiscated.
All four students were cited for un- theft of $300 from his room. An
Studenti will face internal disci- derage posse~sion of alcohol.
overnight guest is suspected of
plinary action.
taking the money. An investigaAug. 31, 1:38 a.m. -Four stu- tion is pending.
Aug. 27, 12:20 p.m. -Campus dents were cited for underage conPolice and Cincinnati Police re- sumption of alcohol in the Health
Sept. 2, 2:20 p.m. - Resisponded to a fire alarm in the Com- and Counseling parking lot.
dence Life reported several bulmons. The alarm was caused due to
letin boards and signs were vanburn_t food, setting off the smoke
Sept..1, 7:40 a.m. - Campus dalized. Signs were ripped off and
detector on the second floor.
Police observed a highly intoxi- graffiti was written on the boards;
cated male staggering along Dana
Aug. 28, 6:10 p.m. - Students Avenue. The subject then colon the third floor of Brockman Hall lapsed along intersection of Dana
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Israeli missile attack
draws. heavy criticism
PALESTINIAN LEADERS DECLARE BOMBING COULD LEAD TO ALL-OUT WAR

av E.A. TORRIERO
Knight-Ridder Tribune
RAMALLAH, West Barik Raising its targeting of Palestinian leaders to a new le.vel, Israel
unleashed missiles that killed a
Palestinian faction chief last week,
sparking an immediate rebuke
from the United States and a charge
from the Palestinian Authority that
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
has "decided to.open the doors to
an all-out war."
Palestinians rusijed into the
streets in outrage after Israeli helicopter gunships fired two missiles
BY NATI SHOHAT, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE
irito the third-floor office of
Mustafa Zibri, head of the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Pales- Israeli tanks make camp in the Gilo neighborhood of Jeru5alem
tine, as he sat at his desk in a build-. last month.· The violence in the Middle East reached a new peak
ing that also houses more thaq .20 lastweek when a popular Palestinian leader was assassinated. ·
Palestinian-Americans.
·
After spending much of his life
Zibri, widely known as Abu Ali leaders claimed responsibility for
Mustafa, is the highest-ranking the death of an Israeli driving be- in exile, Mustafa was allowed by
Palestinian assassinated by Israel tween Jewish settlements east of Israel to return to the West Bank in
since 1988, when PLO military NabI us. Mustafa's, followers also 1999 on the condition that Arafat
curb the Popular Front's activities.
commander Khalil Wazir, or Abu vowed to "harm Israeli leaders."
Mustafa was accused by Israelis
Palestinian
leader
Yasser
Arafat
Jihad, was slain in Tunisia. The
called
for
a
three-day
period
of
of
planning
at least three ~ombings
Popular Front is a faction of the
since
February
that wounded 16
Palestine Liberation Organization · mourning for Mustafa. Arafat reportand the most influential secular edly left his Gaza office in tears af- Israelis.
group of militants in
West Bank ter hearing that his longtime politi"We could not allow a leader reand Gaza.
cal rival had been assassinated.
sponsible for the death of four sol"This is the most vicious act diers to get away with it," said
since
the beginning of the (upris- . Sheetrit, a member of the security
THE VIOLENCE RISES
ing)," said Palestinian information cabinet that met in emergency sesAs word spread of 63-year-old minister Yasser Abed Rabbo as he , sion late S1.1nday. "N.o country can
Mustafa's death, heavy gunfire stood outside the Popular Front of- tolerate that."
broke out between Palestinians fices. "This is an egregious hit that
.A WANTED MAN
and Israeli forces in Beit Jala and crosses all the red lines. There will
mosque loudspeakers urged be a response."
The U.S. State Department critipeople to resist the Israelis.
Mustafa apparently knew he was
"There is shooting all over the cized Isr~el's attack. on Mustafa. a wanted man. In recent days,
West Barik," said Israeli police U.S. ambassador Dan Kurtzer sought Mustafa abruptly changed plans,
an explanation for why. missiles varied his office hours and switched
spokesman Rafi Yaffe.
In an effort to stop Palestinians were fired into a building where sev- vehicles several times a day, one of
his bodyguards said.
firing from Beit Jala into the Gilo eral Palestinian-Americans live.
neighborhood of Jerusalem, Israel
Mustafa arrived at his office at
· dispatched tanks early Tuesday
10:15 a.m. Monday, Aug. 27.
into the town on the outskirts of
Around 11 a.m.; bodyguard Fadi
Bethlehem. Tanks and bulldozers
Abu Salah spoke with Mustafa
also moved into Palestinian-conabout swapping cars again. At
trolled territory at the Rafah refu11: 15 a.m., Mustafa received a telegee camp near the Egyptian borphone call that his bodyguards fear
der, tearing down several structures
may have tipped Israel to his whereabouts.
·
as Palestinian gunmen fired at
them.
Sitting on a couch outside
Israeli officials ~ay Mustafa was
Mustafa's office, Salah heard an extargeted because he engineered a
plosion. Seconds later, a second
string of car bombfogs in recent
blast. The explosions blew out winmonths.
dows, ripped a Palestinian flag into
''The message is clear: Terrorshreds, destroyed furniture, and sent
ism will not be tolerated," said
Popular Front business cards flut-.
Meir Sheetrit, Israers minister of
tering into the air, Salah said. It
justice. "We will keep going after
-Yasser Abed Rabbo, tilted a bulletin board in the hallthese terrorist leaders again and
Palestinian information minister way where media releases claiming
·again until they stop attacking Isresponsibility for Israeli bombings
raeli citizens."
were pinned.
Nine Israelis, including four
"I ran into his office and called
"We did not know this," said Jus- his name," Salah said. "But everysoldiers; have died since Saturday
in raids and drive-by shootings by tice Minister Sheetrit. "We are try- · thing was blown. up and black. I
militant Palestinians. At least five ing to be fair in who we go after. We knew he was dead."
Palestinians were killed in clashes are aiming at militants not innocent
with Israeli troops and from Israeli Palestinians."
air attacks on Palestinian security
Mustafa helped found the Popuposts since the start of the week- _lar Front, a Marxist faction that later
opposed the 'Oslo peace accords of
end.
As they promised to ~venge the 1990s and any dialogue with
Mustafa's slaying, Popular Front Israel.

the

"This is the most·
. vicious act since the
beginning ofthe
(uprising). This is an
egregious hit that
crosses all the red
lines.. There will be a
response. "
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Taking· the· Reins
XAVIER PRESIDENT TURNS ENERGY TOWARDS ACADEMIC, SPIRITUAL SIDE
OF UNIVERSITY AT THE. DAWN OF HIS INAUGURATION
.
.
BY MELISSA MOSKO

our hands;' as Graham put it.
The financial aid department ha$
"I knew that we were good, and increased available funds, two new
I knew that we were special, but dorms have been built, the acanow lknow that we are better and demic and residential malls have
even more special," said Rev.· been renovated, the Cintas Center
Michael Graham, S.J., about his. is in full use, the.Gallagher Center
new role in the university. "I came will 'be available sometime next
into the office of the president be- semester and new departments have
lieving this - now I know it.
been formed:
"My goal is to continue the tra- .
"What we've done is create an ·
jectory that we've been on for the infrastructure or superstructure for
paSt couple of years, while in some greater things to happen," said Graways redefining it," Graham said.
ham.
News Features Editor

''Iknew that we were good, and I knew
that we were special but now I know that
we are better and even more special. "
-Rev. Michael Graham, S. J.
Graham brings to the presidency
"We need to take a look at the
an outlook of optimism, hope and ways in which ·academic excelvision.
lence, distinctive judgement and
''The last couple of years have the Catholic identity in the school
bcen great for advanCing the repu- intersect,'; he said.
·
tatiori ofthe university," he said.
"This provides places where the
"But I want to make·sure that we academic mission and the Jesuit
shift gears and take that momen- identity support each other in terms
tum - the energy to build and to of making sure our students graduimprove - to 'the inside, to the · ate with a commitment to service
more invisible things, the things and-leadership..
·
that ultimately matter the most in .
"One ()f the big things is to imterms of who we are and. what we prove· the quality of the conversado."
tion between·students and teachers
Not .to say that th~. last few at Xavier given our resources," Grayears have been spent "sitting on · ham· said. "This is what ma~es a ·

university a university."
Griiham not only means
conversation between faculty and students, but
stresses the importance of
everyone in the university
taking the roles of both student and teacher - himself
included.
Graham admitted the last
few months as president
turned him into a student,
rather than a teacher.
He has spent the last few
months familiarizing himself with the university operations and staff.
"I was able to reread the
university like an old book,"
Graham said; "I was able to
see it with new eyes.
"I really see how interconnected the university is;
it's like a mobile," he said.
"You always have· to be
sensitive to the more complex reality ~ · when yOu ·
push the mobile on one side
there is a reaction on the
other."
"We have the energy and
the resources to do great
things - we can't lose that.
"My call to action is to
keep pushing along with the
values of the university
"I was some what of a known:quantity.on campus, but no one knew
. ahead of us;"

before January 1 what it meant for Mike Graham to be president:'
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A .brief hisory ofXavier
1987
Cohen Hall was rebuiltyto make
a home for the transferred Edgecliff

1988

XAVIER ARCHIVE PHOTO

Athenae.um.
Roothan, S.J.,
at the time, responded to
of duty. Roothan appointed t
priests, two brothers and two schci~
lastics to assume leadership of the
college. It was renamed St. Xavier
College.

1841

2000
The Cintas Center, dedicated in
2000, brought the home of Xavier
athletics back to campus. It houses
a tibrary was dedi- .
cated to the uni.versity, serving as
an academic core for the university.

1969

Xavier University admitted the
St. Xavier College offered its first women to their academic profirst night classes, serving the de- . grams.
mands of Cincinnati professionals seeking higher education.
1980·

1919
St. Xa.vier College was moved
to the then geographic center of
Cincinnati, where it stands today.

1980 brought the addition of
Edgeliff College·, and the transfer
()f more academic pr~grams. . .

·,

'

a basketball arena, practice courts,
student dining hall, offices, and
multiple conference rooms. ·

2002
The Gallagher Student Center
will house offices, computer labs,
·lounges, and a mini-food court.

- THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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.AL.LTHlS
·SPACE
FOR·.

It v:as a dark and· stormy sight

Having trouble getti~g started? Visit the Writing Center!
Open six days a week: Alter B-12

··RENT.

Jusr··

(745~2875)

Visit us· on the web at www.xu.edu/writing_center

CALL
OUR AD.

·c;uv.·

SCOTIAT.
Looking for a Ride to Xavier

745.-356,] ·
AND·

I am a female Foreign Student in need of a ride to school.
from 8th and Elm Street
(Garfield Place) in downtown Cincinnati.

HE'LL
MAKE··
·vo.UAN
Q··FFER
YOU.
··cAN'T.

Classes begin at 9 A.M., Monday through Friday.

.

I also need a return ride at 3 P.M., Monday through Friday.
I will pay the appropriate fee. . ·
Please call (513) 381-8747

.

REFUSE.·
.

.

In hi.story, people thought tobacco
cured cancer, fought plagues
and.
.
provided allergy relief
'

'

.
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-STAFF
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EDITORIAL-

Our wish.·Iist, . 2001
On Tuesday, Xavier officially install a seniority system so the lowly.
welcomes Michael Graham, S.J., -_ freshman scum are not front and cenas its new president with an inau- - ter. Some discounted tickets for nonguration ceremony. While his athletic Cintas events would also be
reign at the top i.s already off to a nice.
great start, seeing as there's no
How about a bookstore that is acclass on Tuesday, we at The News- _ tually larger than a Buenger Hall
wire took it upon ourselves to dorm room? Wouldn't it be nice to
come up with a wish list of be able
to get through the isles with,,_,
out
shoving
changes
Xavier's new
people out of your
head honcho.
way? While you're
Let's start
working on the
with academbookstore, throw a
ics, . where a
few condoms on
more diversithe shelves so stufied and longer
dents cari be safe.
catalog. of
Though they've
classes
is
made
strides,
sorely needed.
please bring- back
For those who
late-night hours to
are interested
the Grill. Too much
in the J e s u i t - - - - - - - - - - - - - to ask for? How
education,
about bringing.
maybe a few Catholic classes?
back the best food the Grill had to
It also might be worth looking offer; the wraps.
into Alter Hall's climate control
With a lot of the university's money
so that classes on the second floor going to new projects like the disap~
won't continue to so cfosely re- pointing Commons and the
semble the blazes of Hell.
Gallagher Center, how about shellWhy not throw a parking ga- ing out some cash to resurrect the footrage Up in Cohen? Not only would ball team? I'm sure we could find
this ease students' problems, but some programs that haven't exactly
the chaos of men's basketball been cutting it around here lately.
game day parking would also be
And finally how about a little
eradicated. Just bleed the season- more appreciation for those who week
ticket holders for parking passes in and week out inform alumni and
and it would be paid forin no time. students as to Xavier's happenings:
Speaking of basketball, why is namely us. We don't ask much.
it that the tickets are given out Maybe a plush locker room (see men's
first come, first serve, yet students basketball), a year's worth of Xavier
have to sit in assigned seats? You clothing and money for full-color
see students show up for the games Newswires.
hours in adva_nce for good seats
Remember it is a wish list. We all
and then get ousted by the ever- can dream.
so-friendly Cintas staff. Maybe

for __________________
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HUMAN GENOME, SCIENTISTS·~ ANALLY>PINPOINTED:

....

.. ~~-~~~

_____

"The Newswfre

took it upon
ourselves to come up
with a wish list of
changes for Xavier's
new head honcho. "
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Bot·h sides Bush-wacked
design this ridiculmis foreign
policy. _~ohn ·Klink (though he's
received
no formal nomination, a
· Politics is a game - it has al·
way
to
keep
liberals out of his hair)
ways been a popularity contest, a
has emerged as Bush's choice to .
race to see who can bend to more
command the Bureau of Populawills before the, country hits the
tion, Refugees and Migration. This
polls. This competition has only
is a man who is so conservative he
gotten worse as time goes by, clihas passionately argued against
maxing with the election fiasco of
the use of condoms to help end the
2000 and proven by George W.'s
AIDS epidemic. No matter where
complete disregard for the camyou stand on the issue of contra- .
paign promis~s he made.·
ceptives, that comes across- as a
Though I don't particularly like
hopelessly backward and unfortuBush or his conservative viewnate opinion.
points, I could have at least reE. Anne Peterson, Bush's apspected him if he had done what .
. pointee to head the global prohe said he would. Instead, he
grams division for International
screwed McCain on his campaign
DevelopJ"!lent, is very publicly
finance reform, appointed a slew
against the use of RU 486! or the
of conservative lackeys, most of
"morning after pill." Which also
whom have a connection. to the oil
may appear to be an OK stance at
industry, and, instead of looking
first glance, but is more complifor environmental solutions to the
cated when you know that rape is a
dissipating oil supply, decided to
huge problem in refugee camps,
ignore envir~:mmental lobbyists _
camps Peterson will play_ a large
and drill for oil in a wildlife conpart in aiding.
servation area in Alaska. At the
The issue aside, Bush is going
same time, he managed to deplete
If you are pro-life, this initially
our country's surplus while on va- may seem like good news. But behind our backs. Playing middle
cation. Not bad for nine months think again about the specific word- of the road for the pro-choice acing of this policy. It bans aid to non tivists here and becoming militant
work.
And now, under fire for the profit organizations, first of all. It's anti-abortionist overseas is not fair
many interesting (read: stupid) de- not like this is cutting off doctors to either group, pro-life or procisions he has made, Bush has de- who are profiting from performing · choice. As president, he needs to
cided on a much more devious plan abortions. That I could maybe un- own up to his own beliefs and stop
of attack. If he doesn't tell the derstand. This policy denies aid to playing issues like trump cards in
American people what he's up to, organizations that are trying to help euchre, where and when it benefits
we won't get mad and he can still people cope with the repercussions, him the most.
And ifhe were to ask me for adgetthe support that he needs from both physical and mental, of abortions. It's not preventing abortions, vice, I'd tell him to stop worrying
his oh so conservative allies.
Bush has recently reinstated teaching abstinence or providing so much.about abortion counselors
Reagan's "Mexico City policy," tools for safe sex. It denies help to in Asia a11d Europe and to concenwhich forbids U.S. aid to nonprofit people who aren't trying to make trate more on the problems in the
organizations abroad that offer money and who aren't performing country he has been elected to run.
abortion counseling. This move is abortions - they're counselors.
Bush has nominated two shady
very clever - in fact, I'm almost
sure someone other than Bush ch_aracters that I'm sure are helping

BY ERIN NEVIUS

Opinions and EditorialsEditor

came up with it- because, while it
placates religious conservatives'
who are rigorous anti-abortionists,
it largely escapes notice by U.S. pro~
choice advocates. Hell, everyone's
too worried about their retirement
plans to pay much attention to for. eign policy.
·
· ·

'.f:ls president, Bush
needs to own up to
his own beliefi and ·
stop playing issues
like trump cards in
euchre, where and
when it benefits him
the most."

DAN ARBEZNIK

>On the Web: HTIP://www.xu.edu/soa/Newswire/
Tht Xavier Newswire is published weekly through·
out the school year, except during vacation and final
exams, by the students or Xavier University. 3800 Victory Partway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
. The statements and opinions or The Xuvitr Newswirr are not necessarily those or thi: student body, faculty .or administration. or Xavier. The statcmenL• and
opinions or a columnist do not necessarily rencct those
of editors or general staff.
Su"-'crlptlon rate.• an: $30 per year or $15 pcr sc-

mestcr within the USA and are prorated. Subscriptlon
Inquiries should he directed to Amanda Cline. 513 7453130.
Advertlslng Inquiries •hould he directed to l.an<"I!
Schuerger. Advenising Manager. 513 745-3561.
One copy or Tht Xuvitr Newswirr. distributed on
campus, is rrec pcr pcrson pcr week. Additional copies
are 25 ccnL•. ·
Xavier University i~ an academic communily commilted to equal opponunity rnr all pcr.mn.•.

Now I kno'w 'my articles are extremely.fascinating, butdon't
you guys have anything ·to say? After all, this is your n~wspaper.
Complaints about the C~e f~od?.Concerns about the timely completion of the
Gallagher Center? R~ally pleased with a recent event? Tell us,_ and we'll make you a.
. - .. p~blished author.T~ll nc:i one,.andyour opinion dies an untimdydeath. .
..

.

.

Send your letters to opednewswire@hotmail.com. Your opinion will thank you.
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Death sentence betrays Justice
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·On Wednesday, Sept. 12 at 10

. Raising even more questions,. for every six executions carried out
much of the evidence leads to co- during that same time.
continue with our normal 10 a.m. defendant, Brewer, who signed two
I have a difficult time being
routines, the state of Ohio will be affidavits (in 1989 and in 2001) convinced of anything simply
killing a man. His. name is John confessing to the stabbing of through statistics that can be easByrd Jr. He was convicted of the Tewksbury. Not only is this a case ily manipulated. Many times I
stabbing and murder of Monte against the death penalty, but also have struggled with how the whole
Tewksbury, a conv~nience store against the justice system.
process of conviction and death
. clerk.
It seems absolutely ludicrous to sentences affect the victims' famiAlthough that sentence may put a man to death, Jet alone under lies. Whether or not they feel any
sound quite simple, the case is hun-. such arbitrary Jaw. Many may ar- closure ·or safety knowing that
dred times more complex. The ca5e
someone who hurt them so much
of his guilt raises so many quesis no longer alive.
tions that many death penalty proThis past summer, I had the .
ponents are hesitant to have such
amazing opportunity of meeting a
an irrevocable punishment exman named Bud 'Welch. His
ecuted.
.
· daughter Julie was one of the 168
A brief summary of the crime:
people killed in the Oklahoma
Byrd and two friends, John Brewer
City bombing in 1995. When he
and William Woodall, were arspoke of ~er, his whole being lit
rested arouncl 1a.m. on April 18,
up and the Jove he feels for her was
1983, in a red truck.· The truck
almost tangible.
matched the description of the veIn addition to being ·very .
hicle reported at the robbery of the
touched to hear about the relationKing Kwik Store where Tewksbury
ship he had with his daughter, I was··
worked. All three men were arrested
very struck to hear about the friendand later charged with robbery and
ship he developed ~ith Bill'
aggravated murder, but only Byrd
McVeigh, Timothy McVeigh's fawas charged with stabbing and gue that the death penalty is a crime ther. Mostly, I'll never forget the
deterrent. ·Yet the murder rate in amount of healing that meeting
killing Tewskbury.
"For Byrd to be eligible for th(! states with the death penalty is Bill McVeigh and sharing in his
death penalty under Ohio Jaw, the higher than the murder rate in states pain over losing a child has
prosecution had to prove that he that do not use the death penalty.
brought Bud Welch.
purposely killed Tewskbury and
· Thinking that the death penalty
There are many reasons why
that he was the principal offender." is cheaper than life without parole Byrd should not be put to death
(Columbus Alive, 8/30) However, is also erronous. Some studies esti- on Wednesday, Sept. I. I challenge
there was no physical evidence pre- mate the cost of execution to be as our Xavier community to pause for
sented at the trial that successfully high as $7 million, while life im- a minute and question why we kill
linked Byrd to the crime that he is prisonment averages around in this country, which claims to
paying for with his life.
$500,000 for each inmate.
stand "for justice for all.'.'
Rather, the principal evidence
Or perhaps, some people may
If you have any further quesintroduced in his trial which sug- believe that the appeals process is tions concerning John Byrd's case
gested that Byrd was linked to the so rigorous that only the guilty are and execution, contact the Dormurder of Tewksbury was the testi- punished;· however, since 1977, 78 othy Day House at 745-3046.
mony of a jailhouse informant, percent of death row inmates have
Ronald Armstead. Following his been released across the United
. - Julia Przybysz
testimo11y, Armstead was released States. This represents one innoClass of '03
from prison.
cent person discovered and released

~.m., while we as Xavier students

''I challenge our
Xavier community to
·pause for a minu.te
and question why we ·
·kill in this country,
which Claims-to stand
Jor justice for all "'

Do you think this
looks like fan? Jfso,
you'd be perfectfor
The Newswire!
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SPREAD THE BURDEN.
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-·~c)iri~tifu.~~tll~se:peqpl~;becglTle • wasn~t.goipito.:~IJNITl tlgit,Isai4~,

;'.~~~~~~~;~~~~~i1:~·~~~~~n~~:· . :· .·n~;~·~t!'¥·~gs~~ti~:!~-~~~~·:·
1

' and\ollly''upon· exarriiriingJh¢ii: ' ·riee~·,to par](cit,do)vn,at· your: own~

, m~sf~,:coliectfon anctior, attrac~. ' pt!iJea. c,·•he_. ••_· .,'u,:_·.·sA._..e·.n_.._·.4
· _ •_·_...· .he.1.tI_.-..0. i.te.d baqk i. .i_•._11t_o. ·. .·:_. :_
0
tiv~ness: Wii'i: said. n~ighbots
.
.
. eve~tlially ~arn. our frien.dship. · . ·,Fast fotw.ard ·l 0: minutes: T
· Thisjs nic:e: · · . , . . · .· .
knockonhis.dqor:a~•lam.aboutto
However/as is more ofteri the. mo:Ve.mr<P.ie.ce ofjunk.
· ·
· case, :neighbors do not ibec:ome ·
.°'ljustwanted to let you know I
·, dear:friends; or;: eventually, the -was going,toifiC,vei:p.fcarnoW;so.
goclpwents of our ~hildren: What · as to. not-ruin •Your suburbamsolb
follows is ·a' true arid rather' untlide~.andt); would have told:cyqµ_:;
' ner~i~g iric.ideil(:b~t.\\feen one pf' ' .this:/e.arlier, ;bad~·yo1h not attacked,;
.my.iielghbo~s. iipd'rt!yself. ·, · . · me: Itiisjust•~rshalll~we cou1~:ntit ,
:·I\ised:to drive;ari old .car. A,;.· have meton1bettetterms, forltliink,,
.·• t9.W7.::C~vatiei;-··.fo be. ·e~act..•'·I.t: w,e::~ould 1 h~ve.,been:goodifriends:
Ieak~(jfoil; .'\¥ater, anti- freez~ :and, ·.. ·. M~ybe c.we:·c91Ha>p}ay baske~t;.atF
. :,wljai:fooked like ;k!lfq:syrup, ' ' or:go'.fo(ajC>~,~~g¢th~ some~~~?)
··•Th~ie, Was•:ru~f c'ov~ffng;. the.' .'·:: Htur'ileClrtc)ildave;.\Wellhis wi(e\1
·· ho 94;.

ibe'•qµart~r-panet '·arid.· the, , ;~·d~~~~~1d~~~:;14~ki~~r~~t\~~i

:,~~;:~~ii~~~~:-.·~?~"a:pre,tty. .• the'hriuse;iye~ling: at;ine; to foaye;.'

.· O~thed~ningoftheparticu~.· . ~he~s go.t~•w;ption~r·iri her'Mnd;:
'Jari~cid~llt'irt qi.iestio~; my coil- ' ''threatenfog' ip ·ciln the pp lice>.
verter had rusted' out underneath ' ku~:huriche~, llp'.iiis:fist as ff: he is

th~ ~ar. ffli¢;conve1ter is,vital ·to ·· ·going to hit. rne, telling me, he~s
th~ :Vehicle becausfit converts· goirig:tp:chllmy.-faltjer:
· <
many thin•gs;. like .drachmas to
·.. Lrespond;.,"Oh:please, would'
lir~' ., I lmowJt is important be"'
yoi.J? Perhaps you could show.him
cause wheri riot converting, a ' how.a mature &dultis supposed to·
ta~k-'like roar emanates from the·, act."
car.) <Needless to say,. ;the car.·
His.response: "You.smart ass.''
looked and sounded Jess than
He then runs to'hisgarage and pulls
aesthetically pleasing.
out, yep, you •got it; a rake. I arri
· The cul de sac where Ilive has
not making this up. I can't illlagaux.iliary driveways to avoid ine.what he was goingto do with
parking on: the street. I parked
it; but I imagineitwas not harvest
. ,
,
.
my baby in the driveway nextto . 'time..
a house inhabited by, w~ll, we1 ll
It seeµieclin my bes.t interest to,
call him Kurtz, for Jack of know I"
foave, which I did, .but not before :
applaudifigthem as I drove aw~y; .
edge of his real name.
Well, the n~xt rriorninglgo to · yelli~g ...Good show, Thank you: I.
take my car to Midas. llook unenjoyed. th.at."' I have never seen
derneath ·the car to assess' the ' them again.
'
damage,<'find the •exhaust war- · • 'Perhaps'lwas,rude; Perhaps he
ranty. and ·proceed back. to my . ruined,·ourrelatiorship by exposh~use; Kuftz comes i:ushing out . i(lg his b~~ flabby.chest tom¢; It's
of. Ms hbuse; .·Wearing' blar.:k ' ariyori~'s gi.Jess;'Howeyer, it is cru~
socks, no shfrt, wielding his
cfal.'to maint~in. good relations·
brush ct.it and:yelling,at me, "Is . with' cine's: rieighb9rs, and fot arf
t~at your car?"
'' ;
'
new ~~eigJlbors yoµ might encoun~
·Now I'in ·no meteorologist,
terin the
future; offer a:h'e'tfo. ·
Perhaps tak~ theril ·for a ride in y9ur
but lie justs11w:me key. into it, so
there's art omchance itmight be
c11r. ' And should ·something gi»
mine~ Butli:espond;· ''Yes."
wrong in your efforts, you kriow
whatJo do: Bring. out the rake. ·
."We,ll/you ~eed to move that
pile,ofjurikbecauseJ'm:tired of
looking at it~"
,
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Levandusky part
of WNBA Champs·

On Saturday, XU grad Nicole
Levandusky and her teammates
on the Los Angeles Sparks won
the WNBA Championship with
an 82-54 defeat of the Charlotte
Sting. Levandusky, one of three
XU players from last season to
be drafted by the WNBA, made
the team during tryouts in May,
and spent the entire season with
the Sparks. The 5-9 guard appeared in 13 games, averaging
1.5 points in 5.2 minutes per
game.
While at Xavier, Levandusky
established herself as one of the
best women's basketball players
ever to play here, leaving the.
school as the all-time leader in
three-pointers and steals, and
third in points scored.
Taru Tuukkanen, a classmate
of Levandusky's, is beginning
her pro career t~is week with
training camp overseas. The
Helsinki, Finland native will be
playing in Calais, France this season.

Basketball adds
another recruit
Dedrick Finn, a 6-foot point
guard from Newburgh (Ind.)
Castle High, has verbally committed to the Muskies'iast Tuesday. Finn joins three other recruits, all bi'g men; as part of
head coach Thad Matta's inaugural recruiting class; ·
Finn averaged 20.5 points, six
assists, five rebounds and three
steals lasr season for his high
school team, which went 19-4 in
.. . class 4A, Indiana's largest class.
He shot 51 percent from the field,
including 43 percent on 3-point- ·
ers and 88 percent from the line.
While XU still has one more
scholarship remaining for next
season, it i~ unclear whether they
will use it or save it. for the following season.

X-treme party
Join the X-treme .Fans Club
on Sept. 9 in the O'Conner Sports
Center parking lot for a cookout
at 5:30 p.m. prior to the women's
soccer match against Indiana
University. After the festivities,
check out the women as they
take on the Hoosiers at 7 p.m. at
Corcoran Field.

College Day ·at
.PBS
Join your fellow Xavier students on Sept. 23 at Paul Brown
Stadium to watch the Cincinnati
Bengals battle the defending Super Bowl Champion Baltimore
Ravens. Tickets can be purchased so that you will be able
to sit with other XU students and ·
cheer the Bengals on to a sure
victory. For more infor.matfon,
call Dan at 531-qo8.

T.HE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Muskies aim for one goal
,

,

A-10 Player-of-the~Year Bachus hopes to lead XU to
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Editor-in-Chief
With the 2001 volleyball season already underway and off to
a great start, the Musketeers are
already working towards their
one goal: an appearance in the ·
NCAA Tournament
A 3-0 start this past weekend
at the James Madison wasn't a
bad way to kick off the season,
but as the Musketeers found out
last year, a strong season doesn't
guarantee an NCAA berth.
Last year XU did about as
much as they could to position
themselves for a bid to the NCAA ·
Tournament. The Muskies went
23-8 while tying for second in the
Atlantic I 0 and advancing to the
title game of the A- I 0 Champi.
onships.
When selection time came,
though, the Musketeers found
themselves looking in from the
outside.
"We sat in front of the TV and
watched the selections last year,
and I saw some hearts go down,"
said head coach Floyd Deaton.
''We came to the conclusion that
there is only one way Xavier is
ever going to get ·to the NCAA
Tournament and that's to win the
A- I 0 Championship. There's only
one way, so there's only one
goal."
Attaining that goal might not
be as hard as expected for the
Muskies, who are led by five seniors including reigning A-10
Player-of-the-Year Sara Bachus.
· Bachus and fellow A-10 AllConference selection senior Jili
Hampton give Xavier a formidable one-two punch. The quo
was also named to the All-Championship team. ·
"I really believe that with Sara
and Jill I have· two young ladies
who could be A- I 0 Player-of-theYear," said Deaton,
Last season, Bachus paced XU
with 4.48 kills per game (third in
the A-10), 3.20 digs per game
(ninth in the A-10) and set a
school-record by leading the conference with a .368 hitting percentage. Barring an off-season,
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GAME

On Tap
•Women's golf at Bay Tree
Classic, South Carolina

•Women's soccer vs~ Indiana
at.7 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. B

•Men's soccer vs. Denver at
4 p.m. in Denver Invitational

(itle

Bachus will finish her Xavier career
with the highest hitting percentage
in school history. ·
Hampton led the Muskies with
3.83 kill per game last seaso.n (second in the A-10). The two veterans
solidify the squad's outside hitter
position.
Adding to the strong senior leadership are Amanda Lang, Anna
Yasuhara and Angela Rohling.
Rohling will be depended upon
. to fill in for the departed Tami Ores
at setter. Rohling saw extensive duty
during her sophomore year, as Ores .
was lost to a knee injury, and should.
step in nicely. Freshman Molly MarPHOTO COURTESY OF SID
tin will look to fill in should
In leading.the Musketeers to a tournament sweep iast weekend,
Rohling struggle.
"Setter should be a battle. We've senior Sara Bachus wa~ named A-1 O Player~of-the-Week.
got a ·Veteran and a newcomer go- place the Musketeers could very Washington, who knocked off. the
ing to war. It's an interesting posi- well reach the goal they were de~ ·Muskies three t!mes last year. If they
tion because you just don't know nied last year. For that to happen, can manage that, they just might
what's going to come out of there: . though, Xavier will have to find a have a dance to prepare for come
No one is proven behind Angela," way to get past th\! defending A-10 November.
said Deaton.
Champion Colonials of G~orge
Lang and Yasuhara give Deaton
two more capable outside hitters.
Yastihara will see time up front this
year, where in the past she was used
primarily as a defensive specialist
and for serving purposes.
Lang, one of the team's strongest
to2~ooii:~ilie:seasori'. "1he'fviiis~
players, will look to add on the 2.26 · >.,.?T~e von¢ybau
kills per game she averaged last season.
The Musketeers will depend on
sophomore Kimberly Cockerel and · ·'•.defeatedRutgers;'Jairies\Madison;\'~:: WY,gartti",arid':Bachus•:in··.the third·.
junior Katey Wygant to hold down
the middle of the rotation'. Cock·:;. \Intfhe1,'c5·· ener'<Xavierrheaf<,'' k1IHr':ancr'12 cars-- ''H~m·. ·ton:
erel was an A-10 All-Rookie Team
selection last season after averaging 1.04 bl.ocks per game (sixth in
the A-10) and 1.62 kills per game.
Wygant is ready for a breakout
season and may establish herself as
one of the premier middle blockers
in the conference. Last season,
Wygant totaled a team high 107
blocks, 2.94 kills per game (third
among returning players) and 2.48
digs per game.
·
"Our middle hitter position is the
6~11.rfivi~: •
most improved· position across the ·'.h ·· :·ufiior~ fu'1aa1e:b1ock'er1'Katel' :«,
board," said Deaton. "When your
· middle hitters are effective and ac'irtaiic.e
irl"h~r
'c«>Jlegiat¢
deb,uf'as
\and
tive then your outside hitters can
. ,; .,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,.,
. ,....
,. "··-'' ,,• ,,,
.......... :,""",'. ,.,'F,riiji{:\~l'
;.,.,,,,.,>;.,,,,g..illrist
,.,,, .,•Libdrt
("""" .'/.,
.. ,,., ..will'.
"· ,,
'she'.tofaieff:ss assists? ·· .· ··"' '' ')~;:;. calsoi':f'ace"Frume1&'.aiid~A1abama'
have a field day."
··~ayi~t"iWept
t6ur~~¥~n;:· th,ftj'~gH6hi'.J,fi~\\\'.~~k,e~<l;·,:. . ;·. ·
With all the pieces seemingly in

Friday, Sept. 7

•Volleyball"vs. Liberty at
1O a.m. in XU Invitational

lea~ue

•Cross country at Hanover
Invitational

•Women's soccer vs.
Marshall at 7 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 9

•Volleyball vs. Alabama at
7:30 p.m. in XU Invitational

•Men's soccer vs. Air Force at
7 p.m.

•Men's golf at Wisco):isin
Invitational'
· · ' · . . · ~ ·~

•Volleyball vs. Fairfield at
2:30 p.m. in xu. lnvitatio~~I ··

Home soccer games take
place at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home games are' in bold.

of the
w·EEK
XU VOLLEYBALL
INVITATIONAL
Friday, Sept. 9 and
Sunday, Sept. 11 at the
Cintas Center
Picked· to finish first in the
A-10, the women will host their
second anhual invitational tournament this weekend. Coming
off last' weekend's three game
sweep at James Madison, the 30 ,women will face off against
Liberty, Alabama and Fairfield.
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Without Barkley, should Jordan still return?
Forget about it
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Editor-in-Chief
Storybook endings ~e meant to
be just that. The perfect ending tff a .·
fairytale story for everyone to ad- ·
mire and be amazed by,
This is what :Michael Jor4an's
career has been.· And this is what
will be tarnished if Jordan deddes
to return to the NBA for the upcoming season.
Fact: Jordan is the greatest basketball player of his generation and
quite possibly the greatest b~ket
ball player ever.
He left the game on top of the
world, after hitting the game-winning shot in the 1998 NBA fjnals
against the Utah Jaiz. With six NBA
championship rings, an NCAA title
at North Carolina in 1982 and two
Olympic Gold Medals, Jordan has
beena winner at every level.
Fact: Jordan is not even close to
the player he was. A sad truth he
will learn if he returns to the l'.'lBA.
While visions of Mario
Lemieux's magnificent comeback
dance through Jordan's head, he ·
should be more concerned with the
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE
hundreds of athletes who have
Seen here in 1993, Charles Barkley and Michael Jordan have been rumored to be coming back for
played way past their prime.
several months. Barkley, however, has shelved any plans for a comeback while Jordan's intentions
Ask Magic Johnson what it was
remain a mystery. An announcement from Jordan is expected in the next couple of weeks.
like when he came back to the
league in 1995. Johnson, much as
·With everyone gunning for him Jordan might slow his franchise's
Jordan will be, still had flashes of
and the press constantly scrutiniz- development. Not only win he
BY MATT MILLER
greatness but was a· shadow of his
ing him, it makes you wonder what take away the opportunity for his
Sports Editor
forme~ self.
he really has to gain?
young players to develop, hut will
The bul)ced-up Johnson looked
What's wrong with wanting to
Is it ego? Is he just that competi- add some vi.ctories to the wins col·more like a power-forward then the
see
the greatest basketball player
tive that he has to prove it ·to him- umn, potentially depriving the
point-center he used to be. Jordan
ever
play one more time? I certainly
self one last time? Or is it a finan- Wizards of some lottery draft picks.
has reportedly hit
would
not mind watching MJ take
.
.
cial decision? By suiting up, JorLemieux was an amazing story
the weights as
and rnaybe .fordan the court, even if it was with the
well in his time.
could be too.; But~e pathetic Wizards. People may
away from the
.
· , , ,
•
•
odds are agamst him. claim that his legacy·would be targame,
which
He suffered some ni.shed, and he would never be able
could. leave him
?
broken ribs in the
ty
offseason, which
another
step
slower than his
could be a sign that
dan will instantly breaftie life into his body is not ready, and his par
age already will.
Jordan will go out and put up 20 a dying franchise, generating ticket Chades Barkley has already
points a game, without a doubt, sales and a few more wins. They'll dropped his own comeback plans
probably earning himself another fall short of the playoffs though, and urged Michael to do the same. to re-create the s~orybook ending
All-Star bid. But even that won't ·making Jordan a loser for the first
Barring a phenomenal season, that he wrote during Game 6 of the
measure up to the Jordan of old, who time in over a decade.
·
it just looks like Jordan has too 1998 NBA Finals when he stole the
averaged close to 29 points a game.
Though the Wizards are still one much to lose.
ball from the Jazz' Karl Malone and
When he left the game, he was . of the league's doormats, Jordan has
Everyone knows Jordan is a' drove down the court, before pullstill at the top, giving the business already done wonders for them from gambling man, but his picture-per- irig up from 18 feet, pushing deto Kobe Bryant and all ·the other his office. He managed to dump the fect storybook ending is just too fender Bryon Russell aside and
heirs to his throne. Now Bryant, over-paid Rod Strickland, Jilwan valuable
to jeopardize. burying the game~winning shot to
Allen Iverson, Vince Carter and Ray Howard and Mitch Richmond. By Jordan's already made one bad ca~ give the Bulls their sixth champiAllen are the premier guards in the staying away he could give his play- reer move (see minor league base- onship in eight seasons. This is rileague. They grew up emulating ers, including No. 1 draft pick ball). It would be a shame for him diculous because this event cannot
Jord~n. With· youth on their side,
Kwame Brown, the chance to de- to do it again.
be taken away from Jordan, and will
and quickness, each will all look to velop on their own.
certainly not be removed from the.
out do their idol.
In fact, by rejoining the Wizards,
memory of Jordan fans everywhere.

Come back, Mike

With everyone gunning for him and the
press· constantly scruttntztng htm, tt makes
. h.at he real'I h:as to.gatn.
.
you won·der w

Sign-up sheets ·for the following team and individual intramural sports can now be picked up from
the O'Conner Sports Center until Sept i 1:

Flag-football
Soccer
· Golf

Tennis
Racquetball
Softball tournament

The game still happe11ed, and. Jordan still hit the winning shot.
Jordan's return would provide
an incredible boost to a stumbling
NBA. At a time when everyone
seems to be bashing today's young
players for their lack of fundamentals and respect, Jordan's work ethic
and fundamental excellence would
be the perfect antidote. Many of
today's young stars have never
played against the game's greatest
competitor, and such an encmiriter
would definitely be an eye-opening experience for them. They can
have people tell them all day about
how greatMJ was and all his admirable attributes, but there is nothing quite like seeing it for yourself.
Some worry that a 38-year-old
Jordan is not a Jordan that they wish
to see, but for him to be considering returning, Michael must feel
that he can compete against young
stars like Allen Iverson, Kobe
Bryant, and Vince Carter. While I
am not saying that Jordan would
be able to dominate these star players, he would surely be able to hold
his own. Remember, this is Michael
Jordan, a man who just three years
ago, was unquestionably the best
player in the game.
Please do not confuse the former
Bulls star with overweight .retiree
Charles Barkley, who briefly considered returning to the game before settling back into being a 350pound TNT studio analyst. Jordan
has never been one to not finish
what he ·started. After returning
from his baseball hiatus in 1995,
he ~truggled with the Bulls in the
playoffs, losing to the Magic in the
second round. -In the off-season,
though, Jordan got himself back
into basketball shape, and the next
season led the Bulls to an NBA-

Remember, this is Michael Jordan,· a man
who just three years ago, was unquestionably
.the best player in the game.
record 72-10 regular season mark.
Don't forget, Jordan has won the
NBA Championship the las~ six
full seasons that he has played.
While no one is expecting those
kinds of heroics this time around
with the hapless Wizards, he would
certainly be able to bring a buzz to
the nation's capital not seen since
Wes Unseld was leading the Bullets back in the mid- '70s.
With nothing really to lose by
returning, there really is no debate:
Welcome back, Mike.

Captains' meetings will be held
_following the close of registration.
Stay tuned for information about .
4x4
and a bocce ball·
the Freshman
.
, tournament.
. Intramural Leagues will be
organized based on the number of

participants. If you have any
questions, feel free to call the
Recreational ·Sports office at
745-2856.
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SPORTS

Men blanked ·against WSU, VT
BY.MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
On Friday, the men's soccer t~am
began the 2001 campaign with a 30 loss to Wright State (1-0) in Day-.
ton. the Muskies played the Raiders to a scoreless deadlock until
WSU's Dan Griest broke through
and scored with 16:08 left to play·
in the match.
·
Freshman goalkeeper Brian
Schaeper played well in his collegiate debut up until that point, but
then allowed two more goals in the
next seven minutes and Xavier was
unable to recover.
XU struggled on offense, getting
off just seven shots during ~he entire match and forcing the Wright
State goalkeeper to make two saves.
Senior ·Logan Wallace, who led
the team 1.ast year with· five goals,
took a team-leading three shots
against the Raiders, but was unable ..
to find the back of the net.
The silver lining to the match .
appeared to be the freshman play
of Schaeper, who recorded seven
saves, while taking on twenty shots
in his first game as a Musketeer.
On Sunday, the men's team was
once again unable to score a goal
in dropping a tough, 1-0 decision
to Virginia Tech (2-0).
In similar fashion to the opener
Friday night, XU played solid defense throughout before allowing
a goal near the end, this one coming with just 8:38 remaining in the
second half.
.
Tech's Fred Silva shot slid inside the left post off a throw-in for
the game's only goal. The loss overshadowed 8everal solid. defensive

.

-,

PHOTO COURTESY OF SID

Senior Sam Fiore and the Muskies will look to rebound this
week in the Denver Invitational against the host school and Air
Force.
·
plays by the Muskies.
Freshman Reinier Seinstra
knocked away a sure goal by backing up Schaeper and heading the
shot away with 1. 6:30 left in the first
half. A few minutes later, Schaeper
made two terrific stops .on Hokie
breakaways within a minute.

The Muskies started off the second half with their strongest offensive pressure seen yet. They were
unabl.e to scote, though, and former
A-10 member Virginia Tech snuck
a-goal through late to send Xavier
to its second consecutive shutout
loss.
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s1999
With Activation

Hurry! This great
price is only available
through Sept. 30.

Get 250 anytime minutes, plus choose ·
two of the following with a $29. 99 rate plan:

Downloadable
Ringtones

•
Mobile Messaging
and Chat.

J< cingularsM
WIRELESS

NOKIA

What do you have to say?"'

Ccromc:TING PEoPLB

1-866-CINGULAR • www.cinQular.com

5165

ICingular Wireless Stores I
Business Sales Office, (513) 588-3800
CINCINNATI (513) 347-2050*
DOWNTOWN (513) 651-9987*

jAuthorized Agents!
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635·6655*
BLUEASH · · ·,
.
Alpha Communications: (513) 792-9055
CINCINNATI
Car Fone of Cincinnati, (513) 421-3663
COLERAIN
Alpha Communications, (513) 923-9380

!Authorized Retailersl

~

EAST CINCINNATI (513} 528-6700*
FLORENCE, KY (859) 371-3444'
FOREST PARK (513) 589-3240*
TRI cot•NTY (513) 346-7720'
NOV.•!Ji'EN

Also available at these SEARS locations:
CINCINNATI Eastgate Mall, (513) 943-1203*
Northgate Mall, (513)741-1924*
FLORENCE, KY Florence Mall, (859) 647-7114*
SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513) 671-0790*

Also available at these Wal-Mart locations:
FIELDS ERTEL (513) 677-8825
FLORENCE, KY (859) 282.8260
TYLERSVILLE (513} 755-7999
TRI COUNTY (513) 671-1780

WOOQLAWN (513) 782-2920

DELHI
Alpha Communications, (513} 922-7166
DILUONVALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791·3077
DRY RIDGE< KY Com-Tech, (859) 824-9191
. EAST CINCINNATI
Competiilva Communications (Newtown}
(513)271-1800
.
Executive Cellular, (513} 753-2200
FAIRFIELD
Fairfield Cellular & Paging, (513} 860-2355

m

0

FIELDS ERTEL RD.
Access Wireless, (513} 677-8980
GLENDALE MainelyWireless, (513) 772-9111
HAMILTON
· All About Wireless
(513) 867-9191, (513) 894-3624 .
HARRISON
.
Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202-0550
LEBANON
Executive Cellular, (513) 934-2355

For delivery,
ca/11-866-CINGULAR. ·

*Open Sunday

LOVELAND
Executive Cellular, (513} 677-8800
MT.ORAB
Executive Cellular, (937} 444-1122
NEWPORT. KY
•
Alrlink Wireless, (859f291-5465
NORTH COLLEGE HILL
•
Alrlink Wireless, (513) 521-3400 ·
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513} 541:1300
OXFORD
All About Wireless, (513} 523-3090

Service offer available to new
and existing customers.

SYMMSTWP.
Alpha Communications, (513} 583-1000
WESTCHESTER
Progressive Cellular, (513} 759-5500
Alpha Communications, (513} 755-1988
WESTERN HILLS
.
Aftermlirket Quality Accessories
(513)598-2600

Phone price and offer
may vary by location.

Limited. time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 2-year contract for eligible Cingular calling plans r~ulred. Offer cannot be combined with any special offers. Early termination and activation fees apply. Night and weekend hours are
Monday to Friday 10:01 pm lo 5:59 am and all day Saturday and Sunday. Long distance charges apfJIY unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Calling Area and
terminating In the U.S. Airtime charges apply to long distance calls. Wireless lntemet requires a WAP·enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and per minute usage charges apply. Wireless Internet Is only available In
select Cingular Wireless service areas. Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landline Internet. Third Party content providers may Impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details. Calls subject to taxes, long
distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime In excess of any package minutes will be charged ata per minute
rate of $.15 to S.50. Digital phone and Clngular.Wlreless long distance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing Pt,Jrposes. Unused package minutescfo not can:yforward
to tho next billing period and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancellOd after Initial term of the service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and store for details. 02001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the
51PO series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its afflllates. ClngularWireless, 'What do you have to say?' and the graphic Icon are Servfce Marks of ClngularWlreless LLC. C2001 ClngularWireless LLC. All rights reserved.
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Folk-Rockfor the·MaSses

>flnlfe~Ecitor

>DiversionsDesk: 745-2878

THE PAT MCGEE BAND SWINGS- INTO TOWN TO SERVE UP SOME GREAT MUSIC FOR ALL AGES

>xucil.es@holmci

'Going.Home'
Xavier University's 2001-2002
Film Series, "Going Home in Mov. ies" is a series of eight films deal-ing with people who "go home."
The fall series kicks off Friday,
Sept. 7 with ''The Wizard of Oz"
(1939) at 7 :30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall. Admission is
free. All the films are introduced
by Brother Jerome Pryor, S.J., of
Xavier's department of art. A brief
discussion follows each film.
The fall series continues with
"Gladiator" (2000) at 7 p.m. on Fri~
day, Sept. 14; "The Snake Pit"
(1948) at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, Sept.
21; and "Random Harvest" (1942)
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday Si;:pt. 28. For
further information, call Pryor at
745-38li.

XU exhibitions
On Aug. 26 through Sept. 14,
Cohen Gallery and the department
of art welcome exhibitions of sculpture and paintings by two visiting

The Pat McGee Band rocked Bogart's last Thursday night..

artists~

Professor Christopher Garcia
from the Antioch Coflege in Yel- ·
low Springs, Ohio will show his
sculpture and Professor Barry
Motes who teaches at Jefferson
Community College in Louisville,
Ky. will present a series of paintings.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. The galJery is Closed during
university holidays.
For more information, c_all the
gallery receptionist at 745-381 l.

CAM open late
The Cincinnati Art Museum will
be open until 9 p.m. on Wednesdays begininng Sept. 5. With the
change, the museum will have different tliemes every month and
each Wednesday will have ga,llery
talks by curators, live music and
films thatreflect the theme.
September's theme is "Celebrations of the Collection" and will
feature music by IsWhat and gallery talks with Deputy Director
Stephen Bonadies and Chief Conservator Fred Wallace.
For more information about
Wednesday nights or program
dates, call 721-ARTS or visit
www.cincinnatiARTmuseum.org ..

King Lear
The Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park has chosen "King Lear'' to kick
off its new season this fall.
The production runs from $ept.
4 through Oct. 5 and tickets range
from $30-$42. ·
For tickets or for more information, call the Playhouse Box Office
at 421-3888. Tickets also can be
purchased on the Playhouse Web
site at www.cincyplay.com.

BY JONATHAN MOSKO

Contributing Writer
With music this good, it's hard
not to be a fan. When Richmond,
Virginia's southern rock sextet The
Pat McGee Band returned to Cincinnati last week, all manner of frat
boys, thirtysomethings, preteens
and average folk found their way
to Bogart's in Clifton for the show.
For shows at Bogart's, one has
the option of ordering tickets from
Ticketmaster over the phone (easy
but expensive, with various surcharges arid "amusement taxes") or
buying them at the box office before the show and risk the nefarious "SOLD OUT' sign appearing
, just ahead of you, leaving you weeping in the gutter, bills clutched in
your sweaty and disappointed
hands.
As reviewing music is not a particularly lucrative career choice, I ·
opted for the second route, arriving in plenty of time to see opening act Granian make their appearance. This New Jersey band f~a
tured an energetic arid solid eightsong set, with frontman Garen
Gueyikian dancing bowlegged
about the stage. This band came to
play - there was no witty banter or
shameless promotion. It seemed
these guys were happy to be there,
and they shared their enthusiasm
with the knots of early-arrivers clustered before the stage.

. Often times, the opening act can mendous show when the band · in the plaintive wails of the slide
be a tiresome way to while away - launched into "Pride," a big fan fa- guitar picked up by ·Fechino.
the time before the-·headliner ap- vorite which encourages audience
Midway through the show,
pears, but at the half-hour mark, I. participation in the form of casting McGee asked the crowd if there
didn't think most of the crow9 one's arms skyward and shouting were any takers for their show on
would have minded if Granian had · "Woo!" at particular times during Friday in Detroit, assuring concertthe song. In the interest of impar- goers "it's still early enough to blow
kept playing.
After Granian had departed, tiality, I abstained.
·off class!"
there was general milling for about
Interestingly, the song was puncBefore the 14th song, "South20 minutes, but the sudden extin- tuated with a Brian Fechino guitar em Cross," McGee pointed into the
guishing of the lights at 9: 15 in- solo that sounded quite a bit like crowd, indicating "our biggest fan,~'
duced a rush for the prime real es- Led Zeppelin's "Fool in the Rain." and asking if th~s fan would like to
tate near the stage. The drummer,
The bulk of the concert was join them on stage. This fan turned
Chris Williams, was the first to ap- more of the same: tight harmonies out to be ''.Daniel," a young boy
pear, lit_eerily by black lights. He that got the crowd swaying, soar- who couldn't have been older than
raised his arms as the lights slowly . ing guitar solos by McGee and seven_. During the next two songs, .
came up on Pat McGee in the cen- Fechino (anew addition to the band Daniel sat on an amplifier, singing
ter of the stage.
who allegedly once played a gui- along and playing air guitar. DurWi~ less than a moment's hesi- tar solo using a glass ~ye as a pick), ing "Rebecca,'' the band's signature
tation, the band dove into "Driv- _and the pulsing rhythm anchored song, Daniel even took a few licks
ing,'' their first offering of the night. by the percussion corps of C~ardy with Fechino's guitar; even though
A tremendous cheer drowned out McEwan and Chris Williams.
it was bigger than he was. After his
the first few chords, but the crowd
During the rousing song "Pas- brief stint with the band, Daniel renoise was quickly· silenced by the sion," which the band often uses as turned to watch the rest of the show
first few resounding notes of a concert-opener, the feeling was _.from his perch atop his dad's shoulJonathan Williams' keyboards.
so infectious that I had to fight the ders.
After the first two songs, McGee urge to join the galvanized crowd.
Two hours, 17 songs and a raupaused for a moment to wish the . (I hope no one caught me singing cous round of cheers later, The Pat
crowd a good evening, and told along when McGee turned his mi- McGee Band waved goodbye to
them a little about the recent tciur .crophone stand around to the crowd Bogart's. Between the audience
they. took with Blues Traveler~ to let them handle the chorus of participation, the flawless music
They were only able to play about "Shine.")
and unparalleled revelry, it
six songs a night on that tour,
Butitwasn'tjustaraceofromp- wouldn't be surprising to see a
McGee explained, saying: "So ing guitar chords, as McGee. and flock of McGee disciples followwe've got a lot of music to play to- Fechino teamed up for the mourn- ing the band to Detroit.
night."
ful ballad "Haven't Seen for a
It's hard not to be a fan.
No sooner were the concert- While." McGee's honey-sweet
goers cheering what would be a tre- acoustic shone through, wrapped

New Releases· O
The following discs are due for release on or before Sept. 4 ...
Bad Boy Bill, Bangin the Box, Vol. 5 (Mix Connection) ... ~rbital, All
Together (Sire)·... System of a Uown, Toxicity (Columbia) ... Paul Van
Dyke, Columbia (Mute) ... Karma to Bum, Almost Heathen (Spitfire) ...
Puddle of Mudd, Come Clean (lnterscope) ... Mike Stem, Voices (Atlantic) ... Skyclad, Another Fine Mess (Cleopatra) ... Track Squad, Got That
Stank (Wingspan) ... Real McKenzies, Loch'd and Loaded (Fat Wreck
Chords)
... all dates are tentative.

.........
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uveWires

Friday, Sept. 7

Sunday, Sept. 9

Aerosmith
w/Fuel
@ Riverbend

98 Degrees
@ Riverbend

Saturday, Sept. 8

Monday, Sept. JO

The Kelly Richey Band
@Shady O'Grady's

3 Doors Down
w/Nickleback
@ Riverbend
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likes pop music!

OH, DON'T PRETEND YOU'VE NEVER CAUGHT YOURSELF SINGING ALONG
.·:.this is not music. I get sickened by Gonna be Me,;, and "Bye Bye Bye."
the young girls thatbursti.nto tears It beca.me somewhat apparent that
I am putting my reputation, my upon hearing .the first note of any . I could no longer hide the fact that
credibility and my masculinity on one of their songs, arid I am trying · I. could enjoy a few pop songs.
the line when I say.: I can find worth to eliminate the letters, t, r and I
So now I sit here today, after lisin the ne~ ~i'Syncalbum. OK: Now from my vocabulary altogether . tening to N' Sync;s new album, Cethat I've said this,! will be packing · (ra~.J~e~ un!luccessful_:;_y I may. lebrity, one full time. My verdict: I
my befongirigs to. enter a period of add).
would still give it more credit if it
solitary isolation, far removed from
My main objection used tp be weren't sung by a bunch of poster
any of you who cmild flog !Ile for ·that I didn't respect them because boys for unrequited adolescent
saying such a thing.
they didn't write thei.r own .songs, love. But all in all, tlie album isn't
I want to make one thing clear: play instruments or write lyrics. All as hon:ible as I expected it to be~
It is just as popular to hate pop · of this was done for them by a team
The boys seem to have taken
. music an.d boy bands as it is to like of marketing professionals who pop music to a newer level, if that
it ... so don't think you're being all knew what would sell billions. But is possible. They no longer dwell
rebellious by proclaiming that · by way of talking with a friend, I · cc:Hnpletely in sappy ballads or
loathing feeling in your stomach came to realize.that I didn't hold bubble-gummy radi() classics.
when you see ''TRL." This is a rather. any other performers to these crite- There truly is some well-written
touchy subject for many, so bear ria: Madonna, Boyz II Men, Mariah material on the album ... and for
· with me .and swallow your musical Carey, etc.Although l may not care this I give kudos to their producers
pride.
for these artists either, l never sub- and writers. The· album was pro1 will agree w.ith many of you jected them to the same scorn that I duced by BT (Brian Transeau),who
·. that pop music i11 general (with all did boy bands or pop-girls. Need-' as elecironica fans out there will
the hair gel, synths and· teenage · less to say, that argument went out know, is a 28-year-old phenom crefJesh) is rather repulsive.Young art- the window. So one thing remains, .·ating some extremely exciting 111uists sell pre~fab mu.sic and sexy vid- all of these people are merely per- sic right now. Time-stretching techniques, overdubbing, loops and
eos .. To. me,. it is on a moral. level formers that entertain.
that I object to· this' move~ent.
So there I was left standing with bleeps create a funky electro-tech
Young fans buy the albums by the no real reason to hate the pop move- feeling that iS pumped into these
skid because of how cute"the one ment. I found myself gleefully en- songs. Sharing responsibility on
that can actually sing" is. To me, tertained by N'Sync's singles "It's some tracks are Brian McKnight

and The Neptunes, whieh give certain tracks solid R&B feeling. and
serious hip-hop flavor, respectively.
Don't get me wrong here, folks,
I don't think I could stand to listen
to this album all that much, and I
woulo never include it in my_permanent CD collection. But l cannot pretend that the producers and
writers that program and create the
music behind the boys are not exceptionally .talented musicians with
an eye ·.towards progressive music .
Sure, I could do with.out the
media hype, the hysterical fans and
even the boys themselves. But
while I wait for an instrumental version of the album to be released, at
least I can no longer be ashamed to
say that there are certain elements
to pop music that are worth):' of
praise.
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all listenable; overall an album without a lot of filler.
Sure, this may not be an album everyone will love (al.though I do), but it is a chance ..
to hear a very gifted guitar
player step out into the spotlight and showcase his music.
ACROSS
. · Solo albums are meant for
an artist to maybe take a few . 1. Namesake
6. Bavarian aufomobile
left turns from their previous
9.Pauses
albums and experiment with · 14. Language peculiarity
new styles. Navarro does this
15. Fields movie
16. Extrude
perfectly. He may trust no one,
.17. Thanksgiving pie flavor
. but trust me, he knows how to
18. ·----- and vinegar
make great music.
19. Prefix for graph
-Asa Krcming,
20. Irate, and rightfully sol
22. Large-mouthed fish
Contributing Writer
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Dave Navarro
Trust No One
. (Capitol)

Jane's Adiction/Chili
Peppers guitarist goes solo
After much speculation and
numerous delays, Dave Navarro
has finally unleashed his solo album.
·
·
The album's 12 tracks feature
Navarro playing almost all the instruments. He also gets plenty of
help from friends such as Stephen
Perkins. from Methods of Mayhem
and Twiggy Ramirez from Marilyn
. Manson. Overall, this is a rock al-.
bum.
In previous interviews, Navarro
had said his solo material would
be a departure from his pn.~vious
works with Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Jarie'sAddiction. However, this
album covers all the bases with the
songs swinging from rock to pop
to techno.
Lyrically the songs are quite
bleak ("I hate my life, I hate my
life"- "Rexall") but Navarro's honesty comes through in his lyrics ..
Throughout the album, Navarro
sings about life, death,_ drugs and
pain.
All the songs have their own
redeeming quality making them

1. Nickname for Marian
2.God
3. Swedish singer
4. Places
5. Unguents (Greek)
6. Slang for women
7. Popular streets
8. Heaving
9.Clone
10. Give urgent advice

11

12

13

'

20

34
37

40

43

23. Muck and mire
24. Arab ruler.
26. Levittown house
30. TV program "The _ _"
34. Flower-Arranging Material
· 35. Author _ _ _ Jong
36.Bon
37. A British fort in Western PA
38. Appendages of neurons
39. Hyperbolic tangent
40. Consume
41. Take off a board with holes
42. A dunked donut, e.g.
43. Yearly
45. Pertaining to the North wind
46. Soil additive, bone __
47. Infant's language
48. A sleeping siCkness
51. Stately Spanish dance.
-57. What we should all be
58. Slang for diamonds·
59. Tougher
60. Not whole but
61. Unit of electrified resistance
62. Alpha-No-No-Alpha-Tango (acronym)
63. A type of law pertaining to dogs
64._As born
.
65. Structures of twigs
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57
60
63

I/

3

1

I/

d

I/

."'

N

x

11. marks this
12. Camper's home
13. Type of gin
21. Gist ·
25. Popular computers
26. Toast does this
·
27. What workers strike for
28. Poly sulfur
2e. _ _ tobe
31. Physical likeness
32. Dance in a line
33. Lucy's friend at Exxon
35. What drug in school
38. Thai King's friend
· 39. Rocky pinnacl!3
41. Disinter
42. Protein source
- 44. Variation of #24 across
45. Ladies underwear
47. Any thick liquid
48. _ _-retentive

49. A hollow cylinder of wood
so; Sports association
·
52. Stomach ailment
53. Another version of 38 down
54. Female religions
5.5. Mild oath
56. Groups of tennis games

'
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September 5
At the begllining of the .schoolyear, I always find myselfasking
all the important questions: Do I
really need to know how the Egyptians· measured the height of the
pyramids? Does anyone care 'as
to why the sky is the colo:r blue?
"Where have all the cowboys ·
gone?"
Sometimes I feel like Leonard
Shelby from "Memento" and I just
can't remember the answers to all
of my questiOJ!S. You have to have
a system. Sammy Jankis didn't
have a system. That's why he
·didn't survive. I know that it's
Wednesday. It's3:30p.m. Where
are you? Where you are every
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m: The International Coffee Hour in the
Romero Center.· If you can't make
it, be sure to brew yourself a pot
and face the direction of the
Romero Center. It's like a Mecca
to those who are caffeine dependent.
Today is also National "be late
for something day." Let's just
hope that your girlfriend doesn't ·
take that one to heart.

ii ;lll ,,., •1!\*4
September6

How long has it been since you
have seen a quality cereal commercial? It's been awhile for me
too. Saturday morning cartoons
aren't what they used to be. Do
yourself a favor and don't delay.
Run to your TV sets and vegetate.
There is good reason for such laziness. Today is National Fight
Procrastination Day. So either do
something productive or beat up
those whom you think aren't doing anything worthwhile. Every
little bit helps, . .
Today at4:30p.m. in the Cintas
Center, there will be a Symposium
on Religion and Ecology: two topics that just naturally go together.
Since "symposium" by nature
means "a drinking togethor," I suggest everyone attend. BYOB and

9fDan ArbeznikToplac:eaiennthecaencb;cal745-3122amai1DIW..2129..
Xavier will supply the
converstation.
B1,1t let's go back to the cereal
commercial drought thing for my
t011ge11t of the week. This deductive reasoning stuff make.s me
feel like Edward Norton from
"Fight Club" or maybe Leonard
Shelby from "Memento." Have
I already told you that? Sorry, I
have this condition ...
It seems to me that this
cartoonish cleaning of house has
been a long time in coming. The
world 4as just recently been exposed to the drug and sex habits
of the "gang" on Scooby Doo.
It's far time that the corruption
of these cereal creatures is exposed for what it truly is. Let's
start at the top of this ring of prostitution and drug manipulation.
First, there's Tony the Tiger.
With a name like that, it seems
certain that he must have earned
the name in the world of organized crime. So who are his cronies? After-all, no man (in this
case, no tiger) is an island. Look
no further than our friends Snap,
Crackle .and Pop. Obviously,
these hoodlums earned their
nicknames from the sound
emited as they broke their rival's
bones.
What's the point of having an
organized crime ring without
anything to profit? This is where
the Trix Rabbit, Lucky, Tucan
. Sam, and Cocoa the Monkey
corrie onto the scene as the gang's
group of call boys. Think about ·
it. Who is more flamboyantthan
the Trix Rabbit? He's always
tugging on. his ears and swooning over those children. If that's
. not enough proof, just thfok
about his name. C'mon, Trix?
Similarly there's Lucky the
Leprechaun and Cocoa the Mon-

"Follow the yellow-brick road,"
key from Cocoa Krispies. Those are
just two more na!'Iles'oozing "come
go off to "see the wizard".instead
and.get me." Speaking of "conie
of the inside ofSoupie's and rein'and get me," there's Tucan Sam al- . troduce yourself to the "lolly pop
ways beckoning the children to "folkin" today in Kelley Auditorium..
No, Dr. Cueva _isn't holdi.ng a
lciw my nose."
- Septe1'j'lber 10
This crew must undoubtedly be . press conference. Brother Pryor
is kicking off his fall film series
· Today is Club Day on the resiled by Sugar Bear the Sugar
with the classic "The Wizard of
dential mall from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Daddy who serves as their pimp.
Oz" today at 7:30 p.m. Why does
No:w remember .all my tips from
I've found that you '11 rarely find
he do it? "Because, because, be~
last week as you parouse all the
the mafia with their fingers in just
cause ... because of the wonderful
one cookie jar though. That is just
sights of the strar:ige. and exotic.
things he does."
You'll find anything from the Men
the case here. They also have their
.For Others Club, teeming with enfair share of involvement in the
. rollment to· that of the the
trafficking business. The most obHeidelburg club boasting only orie
vious example of this rampant evil
member. Some clubs take this day
has to be that critter from Honey- ·
· September 8
to emerge from obscurity only to
comb raving around, demanding
never. be heard from again,. much
·~more honeycomb." Whenever he.
Today is a massive sports exhas ·some, he turns into this wild
travaganza. Two years ago to the . tott:eturEofKato Kalin.
spinning maniac destroying all he
Also today there is a Time Man"
day; Big Mac hit his record 62nd
_agement session in Tucker's
comes into contact with.. One day
homerun. Ohio State and Notre
Lounge at 6 p.m. Try· to fit this
this path of destruction and self~
Dame open up their 2001 cam~
gratification can lead only one way:
one into your sched~le.
paigns. ~n local news, I look for
the Betty Ford Clinit:.
my first win in College Football
Finally, what ring would be com- · 2Kl on the Playstation and the
plete without a rival gang to give
Rugby team .starts it's season by
them trouble. This aspect of the
·-September .11
traveling to Wittenburg.
cartoon drai:na is embodied in the
Once again, Xavier football will
Being 9/11, smp.eone up .on the
form of the Cinnamon Toast Crunch · not be in action. · In other news,
ladder
cleverly decided that today
guys. Did you ever notice that there
the cross-country team travels to .
is
a
great
day for national 911 day.
used to be three of them and now
New Jeresy today for the Hanover
I
don't
really
know ifl should celthere is only one? Huh? It's beInvitational. Does it seem wrong
ebrate
by
giving
myself a concuscause the other two got whacked by
to anyone else that the Crossby
just
laying
off the prank
sion
or
Snap, Crackle and Pop. ·
Country team will be traveling
phone
calls
for
awhile.
Think about it. Is this the kind
across the country by bus. so that
Today SAC is hosting a driveof soap opera we want our kids to
they can run? I mean, why do
in
movie
on the residential mall.
be influenced by? Believe me. It's
people drive to the gymso that they.
Time
will
be announced. Sorry. I
time the truth be told.
can go run on a treadmill for half
.
.
couldn't
really
think of anything
an hour?
witty or clever to say there. My
brain is way too fried from asking
myself all of those impoqant quesSeptember 7
t±ns:
Why did I schedule all of
Ever think the liberals are gainSeptember
9
these
8:
3 0 's? What difference
ing way too much strength in today's
does
it
make
ifl use MLA format
society? Well, come watch the
Come
c_elebrate
Mass
with
our
or
not?
What
was the name of that
women's volleyball team b~ttle Libfreshly
inaugurated
president
torooster
for
Corn
Flakes? How
erty in the Cintas Center today at 10
day
on
the
residential
mall
at
10
come
Fred
will
never
give Barney
a.m. All facist slogans are encour- .
p.m.
Which
reminds
me,
was
there
his
Fruity
Pebbles?
aged.
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Help Wanted
Spring Break 2002!!! Student
Express is now hiring sales reps.
Cancun features FREE meals and
parties @ Fat Tuesdays - MTV
Beach Headquarters. Acapulco,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas,
South Padre, Flordia. Prices from
$469, with major atrlines. 24,000
travelersin2001. Call 800-787-3787
for a FREE brochure or email
bookit@studentexpress.coin or
www.stu?entexpress.com

Landscape installation &
maintence crew & foreman
needed. Cre~ start pay at $1 O/hr.
Must have clean driving record.
Benefits. Located near UC campus. Call Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 4
p.m. with references at 241-9778.

any . character for Golden
Grahams?
iflndians who lived in America
are now called Native Americans,
· are Indians that liv.ed in Canada
called Native Canadians? I don't
really know the answer to that one
·but the natives oflndiana are coming today to play the women's soccer team at 7:30p.m._at,the soccer
field.
.

3743 Regent Ave. 5 bdrm, 1
bath, full basement. 5 minute walk
to campus. $1200/month plus utilities. Call 812-375-9800.

classified ad call Emily a~ 745-3561
Work for a stockbroker. Marketing position available. Offer. ing competative pay. Advancement potential. Call Will Brown
at 241-8600.
Pasta al dente, Hyde Park's
most unique and award-winning
restaurant, is now hiring both full
and part-time positions; servers,
host/esses, kitchen/dish. Perfect
for students in need of flexible
hours. To set up interview, call
Jay at 321-7400.

Play It Again Sports needs part-·
time employees. Flexible hours.
Fun job. Please call Mary at 5830040.
Babysitter needed. Looking to
earn some extra money? Mt. Lookout family 'needs a responsible,
reliable individual to babysit out 3year-old son. Individual is needed
for occassional evenings. Must
have prior babysitting experience
and references. Must also have
transportation. If interested, please
call 811-9428.

Housekeeping needed in my
Hyde Park home. Close to campus,
six hours per week, choose your
day and time. $8/hour. Please call
321-8195..

For Rent
Roommates needed to share
three bedrc_)om house. Located
close to campus o~ Dana Ave.
Rooms will be rented individually.
$250/month. Call Jay at 6169000.

Norwood 4 bedroom on 2nd
floor of two-family house. 3804
Elsmere . Ave. Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laundry. Deck and AC. $11 OO(month
plus utilities. Call 731-2131.
House· to share/live-in job $100/weekplus rent-free large bedroom. Share upstairs apartment
with another student and help care
for fairly independent 'woman recovering fro~ car accident who
lives downstairs. About 20· hrs/
week. Must be available Mon. Fri., 5 p.m. - 7 p.m. and Saturdays.
Female, non-smoker only. Call 513471-1426.

